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The plasma-material interface and its impact on the performance of magnetically confined

thermonuclear fusion plasmas are considered to be one of the key scientific gaps in the realization

of nuclear fusion power. At this interface, high particle and heat flux from the fusion plasma can

limit the material’s lifetime and reliability and therefore hinder operation of the fusion device.

Lithium-based surfaces are now being used in major magnetic confinement fusion devices and have

observed profound effects on plasma performance including enhanced confinement, suppression

and control of edge localized modes (ELM), lower hydrogen recycling and impurity suppression.

The critical spatial scale length of deuterium and helium particle interactions in lithium ranges

between 5–100 nm depending on the incident particle energies at the edge and magnetic

configuration. Lithium-based surfaces also range from liquid state to solid lithium coatings on a

variety of substrates (e.g., graphite, stainless steel, refractory metal W/Mo/etc., or porous metal

structures). Temperature-dependent effects from lithium-based surfaces as plasma facing

components (PFC) include magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instability issues related to liquid

lithium, surface impurity, and deuterium retention issues, and anomalous physical sputtering

increase at temperatures above lithium’s melting point. The paper discusses the viability of lithium-

based surfaces in future burning-plasma environments such as those found in ITER and DEMO-like

fusion reactor devices. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4719688]

I. INTRODUCTION

Lithium has reached an important feat in the context of

plasma-facing materials in thermonuclear magnetic fusion

devices. Lithium-based surfaces are now routinely used in

numerous magnetically confined fusion devices around the

world.1–6 The study of lithium as a plasma-facing surface

(PFS) had its beginnings with the work of Erents and

McCracken in the early 1970s.7 However, the first result

demonstrating direct correlation between lithium-based

surfaces and the behavior of the core fusion plasma was

Mansfield’s application of lithium coatings on the hot graph-

ite limiter in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR).8

This result culminated in some of the best confinement shots

for TFTR. The hypothesis at the time was the unique high af-

finity of lithium for hydrogen. Shortly after this result in an

effort to elucidate on the groundbreaking results with lithium

in TFTR, H. Sugai and his group embarked on a series of

off-line laboratory experiments to study the properties of

lithium coatings on graphite.9,10 Lithium is well known in

the lithium battery community and dominant intercalation

mechanisms were identified by Itou and Sugai’s work in a

number of landmark experiments.11 However, these results

opened up a more serious mystery. How were ultra-thin films

of lithium on graphite capable of affecting the core plasma

behavior in TFTR, in particular, since lithium readily inter-

calates into graphite? The answer to this question implied

that the chemical condition of the surface played a critical

role on this control as also mentioned by Mansfield and

Sugai in their respective papers.

In parallel to this work efforts in the United States, after

its temporary exit from the international thermonuclear ex-

perimental reactor (ITER) project in the mid-1990s, began to

focus on advanced concepts for divertor and limiter materials

as well as innovative fusion chamber technology concepts

with the ALPS (Advanced Limiter-divertor Plasma-facing

Systems) and APEX (Advanced Power EXtraction) pro-

grams, respectively.12–14 In particular, the ALPS program

became an effort to study the viability of liquid-based surfa-

ces as plasma-facing materials. Lithium became one of the

leading alternative plasma facing component (PFC) materi-

als due to its attractive heat extraction properties as well as

potential low-recycling hydrogen characteristics.

Lithium-based surfaces were therefore studied in a vari-

ety of settings. T-11M successfully operated 2� 103 plasma

shots using a lithium capillary pore system (CPS).2 The

primary experimental objective was to demonstrate that by

taking advantage of liquid capillary forces, liquid lithium

could be introduced without splashing and inducing major

disruptions in plasma operations. FTU (Frascati Tokamak

Upgrade) operated with a liquid lithium limiter since 2005

and found 20% enhancement in energy confinement time.4

Doerner and Baldwin conducted the first studies on hydrogen

retention and lithium sputtering using a linear plasma

device;15–18 shortly after, Bastasz and Whaley conducted

surface analysis of lithium-based surfaces with low-energy

ion scattering spectroscopy (LEISS).19 In parallel, Allain and
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Ruzic studied the fundamental physical sputtering mecha-

nisms of lithium-based surfaces in a well-controlled particle-

beam experiment.20

Continuing the use of lithium-based PFC work, Majeski

and Kaita pioneered the use of a liquid lithium divertor torus

sector that resulted in some of the most convincing evidence

of lithium’s low recycling capability, in addition to showing

improvements in nearly every measurable plasma physics

parameter.21,22 Lithium coatings on the National Spherical

Torus Experiment (NSTX) by Kugel et al. then followed

with exciting results, including the suppression of edge dis-

ruptions.23,24 In this case, NSTX began lithium depositions

using pellet injection, then progressed to using one and then

two evaporators to deposit lithium on ATJ graphite tiles.

Since 2004, Allain et al. has been investigating details of sur-

face chemistry and surface physics of lithiated graphite.

The most important pressing questions that came from

nearly a decade of work on lithium-based surfaces were pri-

marily: what is the key mechanism(s) for D and He retention

in lithium both in the solid and liquid states? What is the

temperature window range for a viable lithium-based PFI

(plasma-facing interface) under burning plasma conditions?

What is the surface chemistry of liquid lithium surfaces?

What about lithium coatings on graphite? How are impurities

controlled by lithium on metallic or graphitic substrates?

This paper focuses on presenting the most salient results

on lithium-based surfaces and their chemical and physical

properties in the context of their use as a plasma-material

interface. The paper also outlines outstanding issues to date

and also discusses the viability of lithium-based surfaces in

future burning-plasma environments such as those found in

ITER and DEMO-like fusion reactor devices.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Liquid lithium

Studies of liquid lithium-based surfaces in the late

1990s focused on establishing the physical basis for their use

as a plasma-facing material.25 Three primary laboratory

experiment efforts were conducted, which focused strictly on

plasma and particle-beam surface interactions. First the use

of a high-intensity linear plasma device, PISCES-B (Plasma

Interaction with Surface and Components Experimental

Simulator-B), that exposed solid and liquid lithium samples

to a variety of linear plasma conditions.26 Second, the work

by Bastasz and Whaley focused on low-energy ion scattering

spectroscopy and direct recoil spectroscopy studies to eluci-

date on the surface physics of the liquid lithium surface.19,27

Lastly, the work by Allain and Ruzic focused on the study of

physical sputtering from controlled particle-beam interac-

tions under a variety of surface conditions from lithium-

based surfaces.20,28

Doerner and Baldwin discovered in early 2000 the anom-

alous increase in lithium sputtering as the temperature of the

sample was increased.18 This result was considered abnormal

given that the temperature levels of the sample only rose to

about twice the melting point of lithium (e.g., 180 �C) and

thus evaporative mechanisms were not dominant. Whyte and

Doerner also measured the sputtered energy distribution using

optical emission spectroscopy (OES) measurements and found

that the average energy of the emitted particles varied between

1 and 0.3 eV as the temperature rose from melting 200 �C up

to about 400 �C.26 Shortly after Allain and Ruzic confirmed

this anomalous increase with numerous controlled particle-

beam experiments.20 The ion-beam facility allowed for in-situ
measurement of erosion during the independent increase in

temperature of the liquid Li sample. At each temperature, the

component due to evaporation was accounted for and the

result led to a similar anomalous increase in the physical sput-

ter yield of lithium.

Fig. 1 shows a comparison of various D-treated temperature-

dependent lithium erosion ion-beam based experiments using

the IIAX (ion-surface interaction experiment) device by Allain

et al.20 These results corroborated plasma-based lithium erosion

experiments by Doerner et al. where the lithium sputter yield

increased non-linearly with temperature. The primary differ-

ence between these two experiments was the sequence of expo-

sures and flux magnitude of incident deuterium particles. In the

PISCES-B experiments, a solid lithium foil sample was

exposed to high-intensity deuterium plasmas. The sample was

biased to a pre-determined voltage that dictates the energy of

the incident particles. The bias can be varied to control the inci-

dent particle energy. The emission of atoms from the surface

was then measured via optical emission spectroscopy using a

Li I line filter. Knowing the SX/B ratio one can obtain absolute

values of the sputter yield in-situ during irradiation. The plasma

also heats the sample and emission of particles can be obtained

using OES during increase of the surface temperature. The ion-

beam laboratory experiments are different. The incident ion

energy can be controlled independent of the surface tempera-

ture. The sputtered particles are also collected with a quartz

crystal microbalance calibrated at each sample temperature.

Evaporation is subtracted at each sample temperature and thus

only the physical sputtering component is measured. Results

showed the non-linear rate of increase of the sputter yield with

temperature to be much higher for the linear plasma results

compared to the particle-beam results in IIAX, thus owing to a

flux-dependent mechanism in addition to the thermal mecha-

nism discovered in both experiments.

The results of Fig. 1 show ion-beam data from IIAX

compared to the VFTRIM-3D sputtering models developed

by Allain and Ruzic.29,30 The anomalous increase in sputter

yield was in fact also observed in tokamak plasma material

interaction (PMI) experiments including Li DiMES (Ref. 31)

and by Mirnov et al. in T11.32 Both cases consisted of an

incident ion flux orders of magnitude higher than the

particle-beam results in IIAX. This enhancement had a

unique correlation between near-surface energy deposition

mechanisms and erosion. Namely, near-surface thermal spikes

were conjectured to be partly responsible for the enhanced

increase of sputtering with temperature. In Fig. 2, the

temperature-dependent data is plotted against a factor for the

energy deposition distribution in lithium. Conventional

increase of the sputter yield with energy scales as X1/2 and

when “thermal spike” effects are invoked a stronger increase

is found scaling as ˆX7/3. Several models by Allain et al. have

explored this relationship using TRIM-SP (transport of ions in

matter–sputtering) Monte Carlo simulation codes with
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modified recoil spectra to arbitrarily vary the energy deposi-

tion density fields near the surface tuned to the measured

temperature-dependent yields.30 The best fits to the experi-

mental yields are found only when the modified energy distri-

bution spectra (found with molecular dynamics simulations,

see Ref. 30) and temperature-dependent surface binding

energy, U (U calibrated to measured emitted energy spectra in

PISCES and IIAX), are shifted to lower sputtered energies.

This particular phenomenon was identified in measured

current-voltage (I-V) traces conducted on liquid lithium sam-

ples. The I-V measurements consisted of high resolution bias-

ing of the lithium-based sample that ultimately resulted in the

first measurement of the secondary ion sputtered fraction by

Allain.33

Fig. 3 shows the I-V traces taken for He ion bombard-

ment at 700 eV on liquid lithium at various sample tempera-

tures. These traces represent the amount of current collected

with a detector juxtaposed to the sputtered plume of the

lithium-based target. The target is biased in order to suppress

the sputtered ion current. Thus a simple fraction of sputtered

ions to atoms is obtained as a function of voltage (i.e., corre-

sponding to the particle energy). The sputtered ion distribu-

tions were extracted from the I-V data and correlated with the

non-linear temperature enhancement observed in the sputter

yields. Note that for temperatures between 270 �C and 410 �C,

the channel for sputtered ions at lower energy rises in addition

to the conventional sputtered distributions as shown for room

temperature data and dictated by the known Thompson distri-

bution. This behavior is indicative of thermal-like sputtering

behavior observed by Thompson in his laboratory.34

B. Lithium-based alloys

Lithium-based alloys such as FLiBe (a molten salt com-

prised of fluorine, lithium, and beryllium) and SnLi were

considered as possible alternate materials to pure liquid lith-

ium.27,28,35 The key limitation with FLiBe as a plasma-

facing surface was, namely, the nature of chemical sputtering

from these systems. Chemical erosion stemmed from volatile

F-based molecules and complexes emitted by their interac-

tion with lithium and beryllium, in part due to strong oxygen

gettering properties. FLiBe, however, did not receive enough

attention with systematic experiments to understand its via-

bility as a PFC material and therefore more work is needed

in this regard. Sputtering of levels near 0.1 to 0.7 F atoms/ion

for energies between 100 and 1000 eV were found with

TRIM-SP simulations.36

Extensive surface science studies by Bastasz and Allain

on the SnLi system have been completed in the context of

surface composition and physical sputtering, respec-

tively.19,28 Surface composition of SnLi is dominated by a

thin segregated layer of lithium atoms when the sample

reaches its melting point around 320 �C for the 20% Li-Sn

eutectic concentration. Bastasz measured the surface concen-

tration as a function of temperature and at 320 �C lithium

dominates the concentration. Allain et al. observed this

segregation mechanism indirectly in two ways.33 First the

sputter yield from eutectic 0.8 Sn-Li alloy as a function

of temperature and energy was conducted at energies

FIG. 2. Non-linear erosion regime of lithium sputter yield under Heþ irradi-

ation on liquid lithium. Lithium sputter yield plotted against the energy

deposition.

FIG. 3. I-V traces indicating secondary ion sputtered ion distributions for

He irradiation at 700 eV on solid and liquid Li.

FIG. 1. The lithium sputter yield of lithium atoms as a function of system

temperature for Heþ irradiation at 45� incidence. Comparison of temperature-

dependent sputtering for various D coverages on lithium surfaces.
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200–1000 eV with Dþ and Heþ irradiation. Characterization

of the collected sputtered material with SIMS (secondary ion

mass spectrometry) measured composition of collected sput-

tered particles was dominated by lithium atoms (>90%).

Fig. 4 shows results for the temperature-dependent lithium

sputter yield of 80%-Sn-Li surface by low-energy D and He

irradiation. Also, note that the threshold for temperature-

dependent enhancement of sputtering is increased to higher

system temperatures near 350 �C. This is clearly an indica-

tion that the enhancement was linked to a thermal-activated

mechanism.

The observed threshold for the enhanced sputter yield

from 0.8 Sn-Li alloy surfaces is not unusual since the theo-

retical evaporative thermal-activated flux is about 105 times

less for the 0.8 Sn-Li alloy compared to pure lithium at

300 �C as shown in Fig. 5. Notably the segregated lithium

layer on liquid 0.8 Sn-Li surfaces had similar behavior to

pure liquid Li surfaces, in particular the 2/3 fraction of sput-

tered particles as ions. Furthermore, the enhancement thresh-

old also shows dependence with incident species mass (e.g.,

350 �C for He and �400 �C for D irradiation) indicating that

not only is the enhancement a thermal-activated mechanism

but also a collisional mechanism near the liquid-metal sur-

face. This finding is critical, given the narrow temperature

window for liquid lithium as a potential PFC candidate mate-

rial. The promise of having a “lithium-like” surface yet with

a relatively wider temperature window is an attractive pros-

pect that needs further investigation, in particular under

conditions of future reactor fusion device conditions. The

“lithium-dominated” surface is also attractive from the

standpoint of radiative losses inherent with high-Z materials.

For example, the relative fractional impurity level that leads

to an equivalent radiative loss of 50% the alpha heating

power from emitted Li atoms into the core plasma is a factor

of 103 higher than for tin atoms! In fact, the fractional impu-

rity level for Sn atoms emitted into the plasma is about

0.03% compared to 0.07% for molybdenum. This means that

even a small Sn flux into the plasma could easily quench it.

Therefore, replenishment of the surface with lithium atoms

in the Sn-Li alloy is essential to manage radiative losses

from PMI using this plasma-facing surface. Bastasz and Eck-

stein estimated that for temperatures above 450 �C one could

maintain a mostly liquid Li surface layer (e.g., about

60%–70% of Li on surface) due to temperature-dominated

Gibbsian surface segregation of lithium atoms to the Sn-Li

alloy surface.35

In addition to the temperature-dependent findings illus-

trated by the work on liquid Sn-Li, another important study

examined D retention after irradiation and compared to

pure liquid lithium surfaces. The work by Bastasz demon-

strated that the Li-dominated surfaces only exist over a few

nanometers from the surface.35 Fig. 6 shows deuterium irra-

diation of liquid and solid Sn-Li with energies between

100–1000 eV. Recall in the case of pure lithium vs deuter-

ated Li surfaces a 1:1 retention of deuterium to lithium

atoms at the surface results in the sputter yield of lithium

being reduced by about 40%–50%.20 The results for Sn-Li

are quite different. These indicate indirectly that D uptake

is negligible for tin-lithium in the solid phase. The uptake

of D atoms as a function of temperature for these lithium-

based alloys was found difficult to measure and has

FIG. 4. Sputtering yield of Li atoms per D or He irradiation at 700 eV as a

function of sample temperature and with correction for evaporation.

FIG. 5. Evaporation flux of lithium as a function of system temperature

from Li, 0.8 Sn-Li eutectic alloy and tin.

FIG. 6. Lithium sputtering from D-treated and non D-treated tin-lithium in

liquid and solid phases from helium bombardment at low energies and

oblique incidence.
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motivated further investigation. In particular, an outstand-

ing question remains of whether Sn-Li is truly a low-

recycling (e.g., high D uptake) plasma-facing surface or

not. Further work along these lines is currently underway in

our laboratory. This eutectic alloy has attracted attention

due to its apparent wider operational temperature window,

where the non-linear temperature-dependent erosion

enhancement has a threshold of a factor of 1.5–2.0 higher

temperature.

C. Lithium coatings on metals

The use of liquid lithium proved promising as a low-

recycling plasma-facing surface (PFS) given the results by

Baldwin and Doerner for lithium’s high affinity for hydro-

gen. However, a number of experiments conducted by Allain

and Whyte et al.37,38 observed enhanced emission of lithium

into the core plasma due to MHD forces induced in the con-

ducting liquid metal. This macroscopic removal of a melted

lithium layer was measured in a Li-DiMES shot during a

locked-mode MHD event on DIII-D.38 A temporal picture of

the brightness from a visible camera tuned to neutral lithium

is shown in Fig. 7. Figures 7(a)–7(c) show the temporal de-

pendence of the Li outflux, axial current density, and inci-

dent heat flux on the DiMES lithium sample, respectively.

The lithium sample crosses phase from solid to liquid

between 5.089 and 5.1025 s. The lithium surface quickly

rises in temperature as the sample is exposed to

1.5–3.5 MW/m2 heat flux over 100 ms with a maximum sur-

face temperature near 200 �C as the heat flux peaks near

5.107 s. The cause of the large heat flux is the presence of a

locked-mode MHD event, where approximately half of the

core plasma stored energy is lost to the divertor in �50 ms

However, the plasma recovers from the locked-mode and

does not disrupt. The camera shows macroscopic removal of

a melted lithium layer as a 2 kA/m2 thermoelectric current

runs through the sample during the 16 ms locked mode at

approximately 5.111 s. This leads to a j�B force, which

removes about 1 lm layer of lithium into the core plasma.

Macroscopic erosion could lead to cases where some of this

material could reach the core plasma as evidenced in Li-

DiMES experiments (see Ref. 38).

These results motivated studies that would test instead

of bulk liquid Li surfaces the use of thin lithium film coat-

ings that would be subsequently melted in the hope to pro-

vide a more “adherent” lithium surface. Systematic studies

elucidated how thin-film lithium coatings could be utilized

to introduce controlled amounts of lithium and still provide a

liquid Li surface once melted. In this section, we present

experiments conducted by our group focused on studies of

lithium coatings on various substrate materials to systemati-

cally understand their behavior against irradiation, tempera-

ture, and ambient impurity chemistry.

One of the first results obtained was the use of thin-film

coatings on refractory metals, namely, tungsten and molyb-

denum. These coatings were compared to deposition of lith-

ium on polycrystalline ATJ graphite samples with a mean

roughness between 50–100 nm rms (root mean squared).

Both the tungsten and molybdenum substrates are polycrys-

talline, 1-cm diameter with 1–2 mm thickness, and polished

samples to a 10–20 nm rms roughness surface. Fig. 8 shows

the results for thin lithium film coatings on ATJ graphite,

Mo and W characterized with a combination of low-energy

ion scattering spectroscopy (LEISS) and direct recoil spec-

troscopy (DRS). Only the DRS technique generates recoils

from the surface. Both LEISS and DRS measure surface con-

centration at the top 1–2 ML. The data indicate that lithium

coatings deposited on ATJ graphite leads to a “mixed” mate-

rial surface (not 100% Li) indicative of lithium intercalation

in graphite consistent with the literature on Li-C com-

pounds.11 Section II D will cover the lithium-carbon system

in more detail.

The case for both Mo and W is consistent with 100%

coverage of lithium coatings on these substrates (i.e., no

intercalation effects). To test the surface properties of these

films against high-intensity low-energy irradiation, a 1-keV

Heþ beam is used to irradiate a spot on a thin lithium film

coating on Mo at room temperature. Atomic He is used here

to avoid any chemical effects of D with Li. Room tempera-

ture is used to avoid any temperature-enhanced erosion

mechanisms. Fig. 8(a) shows a photo illustrating two spots.

Spot #1 consists of a region irradiated by the Heþ beam.

Spot #2 is a region characterized by LEISS that remains uni-

rradiated. The LEISS data indicate that for Spot #1 the sur-

face is predominantly Mo, indicating a sputtered region.

LEISS was then used on that same spot but this time the

FIG. 7. Temporal picture of Rþ2 camera images showing removal of melted

lithium during a locked mode event in DIII-D. The x-axis is in units of meters.

(a) Time dependence of Li outflux measured from Li I light intensity; (b) time

dependence of vertical current density onto the sample measured by floor

Langmuir probes; and (c) heat flux onto lithium DiMES sample.
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temperature of the Mo substrate was gradually increased to

about 300 �C. The LEISS clearly shows the recovery of the

pure lithium surface layer likely by surface diffusion. This

result is encouraging given that if a substantial amount of

lithium thin-film coatings is sputtered atomistically the sur-

face can be recovered in a fusion reactor by simply raising

the temperature to a moderate level near 300 �C. The work

on thin-film lithium coatings was critical in elucidating their

behavior under ion irradiation. One interesting aspect of this

work and consistent with pure lithium work mentioned ear-

lier along with lithium-based alloys is that for all these cases

the presence of oxygen was ubiquitous. This fact motivated

several compelling questions. Since previous lithium studies

primarily dealt with liquid lithium with great attempts to

keep the lithium surface free of any surface contaminants,

how relevant is the LiD bond to lithium aided deuterium

retention within a tokamak? With lithium’s strong affinity to

oxygen, to what degree does oxygen contribute in pumping

deuterium and particle control? How would one pump deute-

rium if lithium coatings on graphite would diffuse and mix

thus no longer able to be considered a “pure” lithium sur-

face? These questions are studied in detail in Sec. II D.

D. Lithium coatings on ATJ graphite

As mentioned earlier, lithiated graphite surfaces were

initially used in TFTR for control of fusion plasma perform-

ance. Inadvertently, significant effects were observed with

TFTR plasmas and in particular on hydrogen recycling.8 At

first, in the late 1990s when lithium-based experiments were

conducted in TFTR very little was known about D-

irradiated lithium coatings on graphite. Sugai et al. con-

ducted a series of experiments that elucidated the role of

intercalation on lithium concentrations on graphitic-based

surfaces.9,10 These studies also demonstrated that the surface

chemistry would play an important role in determining the

ability for lithium coatings on graphite to pump hydrogen.

However, these studies did not include much work on

deuterium irradiation on lithiated graphite until the work of

Allain et al.39

Due to the initial laboratory work performed with liquid

lithium based systems, deuterium was initially suspected to

bind with lithium in a graphite matrix in the same manner it

does in a pure liquid lithium resulting in the formation of

LiD. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements

performed by Taylor et al. examined graphite following lith-

ium deposition and subsequent deuterium irradiation.40 The

influence of deuterium interactions are observed indirectly in

the O 1s and C 1s photoelectron energy ranges. The primary

finding in this study was that deuterium interactions could be

observed in the O 1s and C 1s energy regions, but only in the

presence of lithium. Further studies by Taylor et al. show

that the peaks in the O 1s and C 1s energy region grow pro-

portional to the deuterium fluence and then become saturated

at high deuterium fluences.41

The control experiments were compared to NSTX tiles

that were removed from the vessel following the 2008 cam-

paign.42 The tiles passivated upon air exposure and required

cleaning to unbury the lithium-deuterium chemical archaeol-

ogy. Remarkably, despite the boronization, lithium deposition,

helium glow discharge, other wall-modifying processes, and

air exposure during transit, the spectra obtained from all post-

cleaned NSTX tiles aligned remarkably well (within 60.5 eV)

with those from the controlled laboratory experiments.42

These results show that offline laboratory experiments estab-

lish a viable connection to understanding tokamak plasma-

surface interactions. Maingi et al. compiled a very interesting

study from NSTX that showed a direct correlation of gradual

performance improvements and the deposited lithium thick-

ness.43 The intriguing part of this study is that improvements

were observed continuously as deposited lithium “thickness”

far exceeded the �10 nm penetration depth of deuterium ions.

Besides influencing global plasma parameters, lithium

“thickness” also has local effects. Taylor and Allain et al.
found a particular NSTX tile where one radial end, that had

high lithium coverage as measured using ion beam analysis,

produced spectra characteristic of deuterium retention.42 The

opposing radial end of the tile had much lower lithium cov-

erage and lacked the deuterium-related chemistry. In order to

investigate the lithium “thickness” dependence, we deposited

FIG. 8. (a) Photos show a molybdenum target with

a deposited thin-film lithium coating (top panel) and

subsequent erosion of a small spot with a He ion

beam (spot #1) and nearby analysis of an unirradi-

ated region in spot #2 (bottom panel). (b) Low-

energy ion scattering spectroscopy and direct recoil

spectroscopy for thin-film lithium coatings on vari-

ous substrates: ATJ graphite, W and Mo. In the case

of lithium films on Mo the LEISS data indicates at

temperatures above 300 �C the lithium recovers the

irradiated (spot #1) surface almost completely.
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various lithium doses onto ATJ graphite and then bombarded

with the same nominal fluence (�9� 1016 cm�2). A high

level of graphite surface morphology and rapid lithium-

graphite intercalation results in effectively thinner thickness

of lithium as if it were deposited on a flat substrate.11,40 In

fact, this is the most probable cause of the continuous

improvements in NTSX plasma performance Maingi

observed even when the lithium “thickness” exceeded the

penetration depth of the deuterium ions.43

Fig. 9 shows the O 1s, C 1s, and Li 1s spectra for sam-

ples with 50, 100, 1000, and 2000 nm lithium, respectively,

with a 6% error in nominal thickness. In the O 1s region, the

primary peak begins to shift towards higher binding energies

with higher lithium doses. Two peaks are clearly observed

when 1000 nm lithium are deposited. The two O 1s peaks rep-

resent Li-O and Li-O-D interactions where Li-O is converted

into Li-O-D upon deuterium irradiation. It is noteworthy that

the sample with 2000 nm lithium has more intense Li-O peak

(relative to the adjacent Li-O-D peak); this implies that when

all samples are bombarded with 9� 1016 ions/cm2, the sample

with 2000 nm lithium has more Li-O available than the sam-

ples with lower nominal doses. In the C 1s region, samples

show significantly different chemistry at lower lithium doses

than those observed in the O 1s region. The samples with

50 and 100 nm lithium begin to exhibit Li-C-D chemistry

where deuterium related chemistry wasn’t apparent in O 1s

until 1000 nm.

These controls in combination with the NSTX controlled

lithium deposition studies indicate that graphite yields this

deuterium retention chemistry only after a minimum nominal

lithium threshold is deposited on the surface. The spectra in

Fig. 9 show insignificant changes with a lithium dose of

50 nm; at 100 nm lithium dose the O 1s peak shifts towards

the Li-O-D reference line, and Li-C-D chemistry is observed

in the C 1s region. When a lithium dose of 1000 nm has been

deposited, Li-O-D and Li-C-D chemistry are readily apparent.

The O 1s and C 1s deuterium-related chemistry is always

observed with 1000 nm nominal lithium dose, but not always

with 100 nm lithium. These experiments in addition those in

Ref. 41 indicate that the nominal threshold for observing

lithium-enhanced deuterium retention exists on the range

between 100 and 500 nm, and is highly dependent on the

graphite surface morphology. Furthermore the correlation of

the Li-O-D functionality with D irradiation also was corrobo-

rated with separate experiments that showed the role of D

retention occurs dynamically during irradiation of lithiated

graphite. This was work conducted by Nieto and Allain who

studied the intricate mass emission during D irradiation.44

The source of oxygen in these controlled experiments

and analyzed NSTX tiles remains somewhat a mystery. In

both of these cases, three sources may contribute to sourcing

oxygen to the lithium. First, the lithium source may contain

residual amounts of oxygen from transferring the lithium

into the evaporator. In order to reduce this, transfer is per-

formed in a flowing Ar atmosphere. The most recent lithium

evaporators used in NSTX use Ar pressure to flow liquid

lithium into the evaporators. Secondly, virgin ATJ graphite

is found to have �5% surface concentration of oxygen.45

Finally, the ambient vacuum can contribute as an oxygen

source as lithium reduces residual oxygen. In laboratory

experiments, the base pressure and partial pressure of water

is < 10�9 torr, with the oxygen partial pressures typically an

order of magnitude lower. In NSTX the base pressure is

�10�8, and the partial pressure water flux is estimated to be

�5 x 10�7, which is in the same range as the flux of

lithium.46 This quantity of residual water is likely to contrib-

ute significantly as a source of oxygen. Because the cham-

bers used in these laboratory experiments achieve better

FIG. 9. O 1s, C 1s, and Li 1s spectra for

samples with 50, 100, 1000, and 2000 nm

lithium, respectively, with a 6% error in

nominal thickness. Although lithium is

apparent in the Li 1s spectrum for low

doses (e.g., 50 nm), deuterium related

chemistry is not observable until the lith-

ium dose is 100–1000 nm.
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pressures, impurities are easily controlled and to resemble

conditions in NSTX providing an essential link in

experiments.

E. Computational studies of lithium-based PMI
surfaces

To elucidate on the complex behavior of liquid lithium

and lithium-based coatings a number of computational simu-

lation efforts were conducted to decipher the mechanisms re-

sponsible for deuterium retention and recycling observed in

fusion edge plasmas. Controlled beam experiments presented

in the earlier sections suggested the importance of surface

chemistry in determining the probability for deuterium reten-

tion. However, very little effort was placed on systematic

and self-consistent modeling of the Li-C-O-D system. This

was primarily due to the inherent complexity in modeling

such a system. In particular irradiation at low energies from

D ions on a Li-C-O surface. Krstic and Allain collaborated

in a series of studies that connected the in-situ lab experi-

ments and advanced atomistic simulations to decipher the

mechanism responsible for retention of D in Li-C-O.47 Addi-

tional work by Krstic and Allouche elucidated on the role of

lithium in retention of D in single layers of graphite.48 Com-

putational work corroborated the observed experimental

results from XPS results summarized in Sec. II D. In particu-

lar, the simulations elucidated the role oxygen plays on

retention of deuterium as opposed to lithium atoms binding

as LiD. As discussed from Fig. 9, the XPS spectra of O 1s,

C 1s, and Li 1s were shown. The spectra for photoelectrons

collected representing the presence of oxygen were particu-

larly important given they showed the most notable changes

as a function of D irradiation dose (see Ref. 40). However,

the origin of this correlation was not possible with the XPS

data alone since these correspond to core-level photoelectron

behavior, which make it difficult to correlate to hydrogen

bonding. The atomistic quantum-mechanical simulations of

Krstic et al.45,47,48 clarified this correlation showing that in

fact it was the presence of substantial amount of oxygen on

the surface (e.g., first few ML) that was necessary to induced

enhanced retention of hydrogen in this region. Further exper-

imental investigation by in-situ experiments by Taylor et al.
found that after deposition of lithium coatings on ATJ graph-

ite and subsequent irradiation with energetic D ions, the con-

centration of oxygen increases from 10% to anywhere from

20%-45% at the surface. This dramatic increase in oxygen

content is currently the topic of several papers to be pub-

lished soon.49 The main result is that the simulations pointed

to oxygen as the primary agent for binding of hydrogen and

the presence of lithium as responsible for the increase in oxy-

gen content during D irradiation. Control experiments (e.g.,

without lithium and with/without D irradiation) corroborated

this hypothesis. Lithium, therefore, behaves as a physical

catalyst that brings sufficient oxygen to the surface during D

irradiation and therefore providing for a plasma-facing sur-

face that readily pumps hydrogen by the presence of oxygen

atoms. This fact explains clearly why in NSTX deposited

lithium coatings were able to provide noticeable effects on

plasma behavior (e.g., density control, etc…), despite the

presence of oxygen on lithium-graphite mixed surface

layers.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Lithium-based surface as a candidate plasma-facing ma-

terial has gained deserved attention in the last decade. Much

of this attention has focused on its use as a liquid-metal PFC.

However, notable advantages have also resulted from the use

of lithium in various applications including: thin-film coatings

on metallic substrates, lithium-graphite surfaces, lithium-

based alloys, among others. There are two main challenges to

the use of lithium-based surfaces as viable plasma-facing

component material. One is the narrow operating temperature

window for this material. At temperatures just above the melt-

ing point of lithium (e.g., 180 �C), non-linear erosion ensues

and sputtering increases toward unity. The eroded lithium

atoms sputter mostly as ions and the remaining neutrals

quickly ionized due to lithium’s low ionization potential.

This fact leads to effective screening of eroded lithium mate-

rial from the core plasma at all temperatures. For liquid

lithium, therefore, macroscopic emission of material due to

off-normal events such as ELMs or similar events can be

problematic and thus the second challenge using lithium.

However, effective application of flowing liquid Li experi-

ments as in the case of T11-M have addressed these con-

cerns. Lithium coatings have also shown promise and in

particular as they are applied to refractory substrates such as

Mo or W and also graphite. Lithium coatings have been used

primarily to control hydrogen recycling and its use on vari-

ous substrates has led to variable results both on retention

and particle density control. Some with higher hydrogen

retention (e.g., 10%–20% than non-lithiated case) based on

global gas pressure measurements.

The particle density control provided by lithium coat-

ings on graphite has enabled machines such as NSTX to

reach low-recycling regimes with enhanced plasma perform-

ance (e.g., plasma confinement time, stored power, etc…).

Further work consists of studying the dynamic surface

effects of D irradiation on lithium-based systems such as

ion-induced erosion, reflection and recycling.
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